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WRITE BEFORE WRITING

DONALD M. MURRAY


We command our students to write and grow frustrated when our “bad” students hesitate, stare out the window, dawdle over blank paper, give up and say, “I can’t write,” while the “good” students smugly pass their papers in before the end of the period.

When publishing writers visit such classrooms, however, they are astonished at students who can write on command, ejaculating correct little essays without thought, for writers have to write before writing.

The writers were the students who dawdled, stared out windows, and, more often than we like to admit, didn’t do well in English—or in school.

One reason may be that few teachers have ever allowed adequate time for prewriting, that essential stage in the writing process which precedes a completed first draft. And even the curricula plans and textbooks which attempt to deal with prewriting usually pass over it rather quickly, referring only to the techniques of outlining, note-taking, or journal-making, not revealing the complicated process writers work through to get to the first draft.

Writing teachers, however, should give careful attention to what happens between the moment the writer receives an idea or an assignment and the moment the first completed draft is begun. We need to understand, as well as we can, the complicated and intertwining processes of perception and conception through language.

In actual practice, of course, these stages overlap and interact with one another, but to understand what goes on we must separate them and look at them artificially, the way we break down any skill to study it.

Commentary:

If published writers and students were given the opportunity to impact curricula and testing situations, how would they change them? Query: What would the impact be if these writers and students were members of curriculum meetings and testing committees? Who would be threatened by their membership? Why can’t these writers and students have more to say in the way writing is practiced in classrooms and tests?

There is still the misconception that knowing the words that denote the writing process is to know the writing process. Most teachers would recognize the word angiography, but surely none would be comfortable performing an angiography. Knowing the words alone does not ensure correct praxis.

This understanding does not come from reading about theses processes alone, it also comes from experiencing them.
This also applies to professors who teach and train future teachers. Periodically, and for extended time, they need to go into classrooms on all levels and teach.

First of all, we must get out of the stands where we observe the process of writing from a distance—and after the fact—and get on the field where we can understand the pressures under which the writer operates. On the field, we all discover there is one principal negative force which keeps the writer from writing and four positive forces which help the writer move forward to a completed draft.

**Resistance to Writing**

The negative force is *resistance* to writing, one of the real natural forces of nature. It may be called the Law of Delay; that writing which can be delayed, will be. Teachers and writers too often consider resistance to writing evil. When, in fact, it is necessary.

When I get an idea for a poem or an article or a talk or a short story, I feel myself consciously draw away from it. I seek procrastination and delay. There must be time for the seed of the idea to be nurtured in the mind. Far better writers than I have felt the same way. Over his writing desk Franz Kafka had one word, “Wait.” William Wordsworth talked of the writer’s “wise passiveness.” Naturalist Annie Dillard recently said, “I’m waiting. I usually get my idea in November, and I start writing in January. I’m waiting.” Denise Levertov says, “If...someplace in the vicinity there is a poem then, no I don’t do anything about it, I wait.”

Even the most productive writers are expert dawdlers, doers of unnecessary errands, seekers of interruptions—trials to their wives or husbands, friends, associates, and themselves. They sharpen well-pointed pencils and go out to buy more blank paper, rearrange offices, wander through libraries and bookstores, chop wood, walk, drive, make unnecessary calls, nap, daydream, and try not “consciously” to think about what they are going to write so they can think subconsciously about it.

Writers fear this delay, for they can name colleagues who have made a career of delay, whose great unwritten books will never be written, but, somehow, those writers who write must...
have the faith to sustain themselves through the necessity of delay.

**Forces of Writing**

In addition to that faith, writers feel four pressures that move them forward towards the first draft.

The first is increasing information about the subject. Once a writer decides on a subject or accepts an assignment, information about the subject seems to attach itself to the writer. The writer’s perception apparatus finds significance in what the writer observes or overhears or reads or thinks or remembers. The subject itself seems to take hold of the writer’s experience, turning everything that happens to the writer into material, and this inventory of information creates pressure that moves the writer forward towards the first draft.

Usually the writer feels an increasing concern for the subject. The more a writer knows about the subject the more the writer begins to feel about the subject. The writer cares that the subject be ordered and shared. The concern, which at first is a vague interest in the writer’s mind, often becomes an obsession until it is communicated. Winston Churchill said, “Writing a book was an adventure. To begin with, it was a toy, and amusement; then it became a mistress, and then a master. And then a tyrant.”

The writer becomes aware of a waiting audience, potential readers who want or need to know what the writer had to say. Writing is an act of arrogance and communication. The writer rarely writes just for himself or herself, but for others who may be informed, entertained, or persuaded by what the writer has to say.

And perhaps most important of all is the approaching deadline, which moves closer day by day at a terrifying and accelerating rate. Few writers publish without deadlines, which are imposed by others or by themselves. The deadline is real, absolute, stern, and commanding.

Classrooms and teachers became the magnets for this endeavor. They acted as the source on occasion. They served as confirmation at other times. But they could never be too far away.

This becomes a type of ownership for the student. Any parent who has had a child involved in soccer, drama, or the self-sponsored activities in which children involve themselves can attest to the devotion and ownership that the child displays.

When students feel the same concern for their writing, teaching writing ceases to be the onerous task in a curriculum and becomes the confirmation of thinking and learning.

Bob Rath, interestingly, upset the canon of the waiting audience in his research that reveals the writer only writes for him- or herself. Self is the ultimate audience.

If the deadline is unrealistic and imposing, the brain will perceive it as a threat, and this can result in downshifting.
Rehearsal for Writing

What the writer does under the pressure not to write and the four countervailing pressures to write is best described by the word, rehearsal, which I first heard used by Dr. Donald Graves of the University of New Hampshire to describe what he saw young children doing as they began to write. He watched them draw what they would write and heard them, as we all have, speaking aloud what they might say on the page before they wrote. If you walk through editorial offices of a newspaper city-room you will see lips moving and hear expert professionals muttering and whispering to themselves as they write. Rehearsal is a normal part of the writing process, but it took a trained observer, such as Dr. Graves, to identify its significance.

Rehearsal covers much more than the muttering of struggling writers, As Dr. Graves points out, productive writers are “in a state of rehearsal all the time.” Rehearsal usually begins with an unwritten dialogue within the writer’s mind. “All of a sudden I discover that I have been thinking about a plot,” says Edward Albee. “This is usually between six months and a year before I actually sit down and begin typing it out.” The writer thinks about characters or arguments, about plot or structure, about words and lines. The writer usually hears something which is similar to what Wallace Stevens must have heard as he walked through his insurance office working out poems in his head.

What the writer hears in his or her head usually evolves into note-taking. This may be simple brainstorming, the jotting down of random bits of information which may connect themselves into a pattern later on, of it may be journal-writing, a written dialogue between the writer and the subject. It may even become research recorded in a formal structure of note-taking.

Sometimes the writer not only talks to himself or herself, but to others—collaborators, editors, teachers, friends—working out the piece of writing in oral language with someone else who can enter into the process of discovery with the writer.

A teacher cannot underestimate the power of this collaboration. It gives the writer balance. It keeps the writer on track. For too long writing classrooms have been classrooms where the only voice heard was the teacher’s. If students are to become writers, then they must hear their own voices.
For most writers, the informal notes turn into lists, outlines, titles, leads, ordered fragments, all sketches of what later may be writing, devices to catch a possible order that exists in the chaos of the subject.

In the final state of rehearsal, the writer produces test drafts, written or unwritten. Sometimes they are called discovery drafts or trial runs or false starts that he writer doesn't think will be false. All writing is experimental, and the writer must come to the point where drafts are attempted in the writer's head and on paper.

Some writers seem to work more in their head, and others more on paper. Susan Sowars, a researcher at the university of New Hampshire, examining the writing processes of a group of graduate students found a division...between those who make most discoveries during prewriting and those who make most discoveries during writing and revision. The discoveries include the whole range from insights into personal issues to task-related organizational and content insight. The earlier the stage at which the insights occur, the greater the drudgery associated with the writing-rewriting tasks. It may be that we resemble the young reflective and reactive writing. The less developmentally mature reactive writers enjoy writing more than reflective writers. They may use writing as a rehearsal for thinking just as young reactive writers draw to rehearse writing. The younger and older reflective writers do not need to rehearse by drawing to write or by writing to think clearly or to discover new relationships and significant content.

This concept deserves more investigation. We need to know about both the reflective and reactive prewriting mode. We need to see if there are developmental changes in students, it they move from one mode to another as they mature, and we need to see if one mode is more important in certain writing tasks that others. We must, in every way possible, explore the significant writing stage of rehearsal which has rarely

Students will not experiment in classrooms where risk taking is not valued and rewarded. The cost is too high. Jimmie Kanning, a teacher San Antonio, is an excellent example of the teacher valuing and rewarding risk taking. Working with seniors who have been disenfranchised by a system, she placed magical safety nets to catch any student who falls from academic grace. They risk under her guidance. They learn failure is just another way of signaling learning.

Teela McKee uses students' natural interest in self to engage her students in writing. They collect old photos, stuffed animals, blankets, and other childhood memorabilia. From these, they share explorations in writing persuasively.

To recognize these signals, the teacher of writing must become a diagnostician. The teacher must learn to not only recognize but also assist the writer in knowing what to do in the writing. This is no easy task.

Lesson planning becomes a developmental process rather than a checklist of accomplishments. Although on the one hand it is important for the teacher to plan what he or she is going to do with the students who are engaged in the writing process, it is equally important to leave this planning open-ended and dynamic. Principals who want to see six-week lesson plans, semester lesson plans, or even weekly lesson plans do not want to see writers who are learners, or learners who are actively discovering what they know and need to know. This type of learning does not occur because the lesson plan says it will happen on day fourteen of the six weeks. Learning and writing happen best when facilitated. Facilitation requires planning, replanning, chance, and good teaching.

The Signals Which Say “Write”

During the rehearsal process, the experienced writer sees signals which tell the writer how to control the subject and produce a working first draft. The writer Rebecca Rule points out that in some cases when the subject is found, the way to deal with it is inherent in the subject. The subject itself is the signal. Most writers have experienced this quick passing through of the prewriting process. The line is given and the poem is clear; a character gets up and walks the writer through the story; the newspaperman attends a press conference, hears a quote, sees the lead and the entire structure of the article instantly. But many times the process is far less clear. The writer is assigned a subject or chooses one and then is lost.

E.B. White testifies, “I never knew in the morning how the day was going to develop. I was like a hunter, hoping to catch sight of a rabbit.” Denise Levertov says, “You can smell the poem before you see it.” Most writers know these feelings, but students who have never seen a rabbit dart across their writing desks or smelled a poem need to know the signals which tell them that a piece of writing is near.

What does the writer recognize which gives a sense of closure, a way of handling a diffuse and overwhelming subject? There seem to be eight principal signals to which writers respond.

One signal is genre. Most writers view the world as a fiction writer, a reporter, a poet, or an historian. The writer sees experience as a plot or a lyric poem or a news story or a chronicle. The writer uses such literary traditions to see and understand life.

“Ideas come to a writer because he has trained his mind to seek them out,” says Brian Garfield. “Thus when he observes or reads or is exposed to a character or event, his mind sees the story possibilities in it and he begins to compose a dramatic structure in his mind. This process is incessant. Now and then it leads to something that will become a novel. But it’s mainly...
an attitude; a way of looking at things; a habit of examining everything one perceives as potential material for a story.”

Genre is a powerful but dangerous lens. It both clarifies and limits. The writer and the student must be careful not to see life merely in the stereotype form with which he or she is most familiar but look at life with all of the possibilities of the genre in mind and to attempt to look at life through different genre.

Another signal the writer looks for is point of view. This can be an opinion towards the subject or a position from which the writer—and the reader—studies the subject.

A tenement fire could inspire the writer to speak out against tenements, dangerous space-heating systems, a fire-department budget cut. The fire might also be seen from the point of view of the people who are the victims or who escaped or who came home to find their home gone. It may be told from the point of view of a fireman, an arsonist, an insurance investigator, a fire-safety engineer, a real-estate planner, a landlord, a spectator, as well as the victim. The list could go on.

Still another way the writer sees the subject is through voice. As the writer rehearses, in the writer’s head and on paper, the writer listens to the sound of the language as a clue to the meaning in the subject and the writer’s attitude toward that meaning. Voice is often the force which drives a piece of writing forward, which illuminates the subject for the writer and the reader.

A writer may, for example, start to write a test draft with detached unconcern and find that the language appearing on the page reveals anger or passionate concern. The writer who starts to write a solemn report of a meeting may hear a smile and then a laugh in his own words and go on to produce a humorous column.

News is an important signal for many writers who ask what the reader needs to know or would like to know. Those prolific authors of nature books, Lorus and Margery Milne, organize their books and each chapter in the books around what is new in the field. Between assignment and draft they are constantly looking for the latest news they can pass along to their

In a writing institute, one member looked somewhat surprised when another group member responded with, “I think you have the makings of a poem there.” She responded, “But I didn’t start out to write a poem.” It is much like Einstein’s “apple” quote in the film Why Man Creates.

Katherine Paterson says in The Spying Heart, “An idea is something that makes a sound in the heart (the heart in Japanese . . . being the seat of intelligence as much as the seat of feeling)” (28). The point is that writers should listen to the sound of their hearts.
In the poem “August Pickings,” by Joyce Armstrong Carroll (English Journal, 1990), she starts with, “I hear the swamp berries are ready, Dad announced with a grin.” She tells how when working with a group of teachers on prewriting techniques, she wrote the words “berry picking.” She fully intended to move on from those words, but instead she felt the pull of the words compelling her to write about the times her father took her berry picking. Had she not been open to the resonance of the line, she would have missed the poem.

Writers constantly wait for the line which is given. For most writers, there is an enormous difference between a thesis or an idea or a concept and an actual line, for the line itself has resonance. A single line can imply a voice, a tone, a pace, a whole way of treating a subject. Joseph Heller tells about the signal which produced his novel Something Happened:

I begin with a first sentence that is independent of any conscious preparation. Most often nothing comes out of it: a sentence will come to mind that doesn’t lead to a second sentence. Sometimes it will lead to thirty sentences which then come to a dead end. I was alone on the deck. As I sat there worrying and considering what to do, one of those first lines suddenly came to mind: “In the office in which I work, there are four people of whom I am afraid. Each of these four people is afraid of five people.” Immediately, the lines presented a whole explosion of possibilities and choices—characters (working in a corporation), a tone, a mode of anxiety, or of insecurity. In that first hour (before someone came along and asked me to go to the beach) I knew the beginning, the ending, most of the middle, the whole scene of that particular “something” that was going to happen; I knew about the brain-damaged child, and especially, of course, about Bob Slocum, my protagonist, and what frightened him, that he wanted to be liked, that his immediate hope was to be allowed to make a three-minute speech at the company convention. Many of the actual lines throughout the book came to me—the entire “something happened” scene with those solar plexus lines (beginning with the doctor’s statement and the ending with “Don’t tell my wife” and the rest of them) all coming to me in that first hour on that Fire Island deck. Eventually I found a different opening chapter with a different first line (“I get the willies when I see closed doors”) but kept the original, which had

Many times the first line that leads the way into a writing never finds its way into the final piece. Mundo, a student in Beverly McKinley’s high school class, discovered this. His prewriting began, “Back in the 40’s and 50’s my father hunted as a young boy with his father.” Subsequently, he scratched this line out and wrote beside it, “cheesy story.” This line, however, galvanized a poignant story titled “On the Hunt.” It begins, “Long ago my father introduced hunting to his three oldest sons.” The story chronicles his passage from a punk kid armed with a slingshot aimed at lizards to a responsible hunter of bigger game. Nowhere in Mundo’s rather lengthy story does that original line appear. And the story is anything but “cheesy.”
spurred everything, to start off the second section.

Newspapermen are able to write quickly and effectively under pressure because they become skillful at identifying a lead, that first line—or two or three—which will inform and entice the reader and which, of course, also gives the writer control over the subject. As an editorial writer, I found that finding the title first gave me control over the subject. Each title became, in effect, a pre-draft, so that in listing potential titles I would come to one which would be a signal as to how the whole editorial could be written.

Poets and fiction writers often receive their signals in terms of an image. Sometimes this image is static; other times it is a moving picture in the writer’s mind. When Gabriel García Márquez was asked what the starting point of his novels was, he answered, “a completely visual image... the starting point of Leaf Storm is an old man taking his grandson to a funeral, in No One Writes the Colonel, it’s an old man waiting, and in One Hundred Years, an old man taking his grandson to the fair to find out what is the starting point of Leaf Storm...” William Faulkner was quoted as saying, “It begins with character, usually, and once he stands up on his feet and begins to move, all I do is trot along behind him with a paper and pencil trying to keep up long enough to put down what he says and does.” It’s a comment which seems facetious—if you’re not a fiction writer. Joyce Carol Oates adds, “I visualize the characters completely; I have heard their dialogue, I know how they speak, what they want, who they are, nearly everything about them.”

Although image has been testified to mostly by imaginative writers, where it is obviously most appropriate, I think research would show that nonfiction writers often see an image as the signal. The person, for example, writing a memo about a manufacturing procedure may see the assembly line in his or her mind. The politician arguing for a pension law may see a person robbed of a pension, and by seeing that person know how to organize a speech or the draft of a new law.

Many writers know they are ready to write

These examples of Murray’s attest to the need for a variety of prewriting experiences. Not all writing for all students will come from one prewriting activity. A variety allows for student writers to find their topics and their genre and to feel success.
Although published writers see this gestalt, it is not so clear to the student writer. With practice, much practice, the student writer develops this “sight.” When and how this occurs is worthy of more study and research. Marsha White spends time in her classroom allowing students to verbalize the “how” of their gestalt. She listens to her students and offers possibilities to guide them in their discoveries.

For the new paradigm, the skill of asking questions, the right questions, will become even more valuable. With the information explosion, knowing the answers is an impossibility, so society needs people who can ask the right questions.

When they see a pattern in a subject. This pattern is usually quite different from what we think of as an outline, which is linear and goes from beginning to end. Usually the writer sees something which might be called a gestalt, which is, in the word of the dictionary, “a unified physical, psychological, or symbolic configuration having properties that cannot be derived from its parts.” The writer usually in a moment sees the entire piece of writing as a shape, a form, something that is more that all of its parts, something that is entire and is represented in his or her mind, and probably on paper, by a shape.

Marge Piercy says, “I think that the beginning of fiction, of the story, has to do with the perception of pattern in event.” Leonard Gardner, in talking of his fine novel Fat City, said, “I had a definite design in mind. I had a sense of circle . . . of closing the circle at the end.” John Updike says, “I really begin with some kind of solid, coherent image, some notion of the shape of the book and even of its texture. The Poorhouse Fair was meant to have a sort of wide shape. Rabbit, Run was kind of zigzag. The Centaur was sort of a sandwich.”

We have interviews with imaginative writers about the writing process but rarely interviews with sciences writers, business writers, political writers, journalists, ghost writers, legal writers, medical writers—examples of effective writers who use language to inform and persuade. I am convinced that such research would reveal that they also see patterns or gestalts which carry them from idea to draft.

“It’s not the answer that enlightens but the question,” says Ionesco. This insight into what the writer is looking for is one of the most significant considerations in trying to understand the freewriting process. A most significant book based on more than ten years of study of art students, The Creative Vision, A Longitudinal Study of Problem-Finding in Art, by Jacob W. Getzels and Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, has documented how the most creative students are those who come up with the problem to be solved rather than a quick answer. The signal to the creative person may well be the problem, which will be solved through the writing.
We need to take all the concepts of invention from classical rhetoric and combine them with what we know from modern psychology, from studies of creativity, from writers’ testimony about the prewriting process. Most of all we need to observe successful students and writers during the prewriting process, and to debrief them to find out what they do when they move effectively from assignment or idea to completed first draft. Most of all, we need to move from failure-centered research to research which defines what happens when the writing goes well, just what is the process followed by effective student and professional writers. We know far too little about the writing process.

Implications for Teaching Writing

Our speculations make it clear that there are significant implications for the teaching of writing in a close examination of what happens between receiving an assignment or finding a subject and beginning a completed first draft. We may need, for example, to reconsider our attitude towards those who delay writing. We may, in fact, need to force many of our glib, hair-trigger student writers to slow down, to daydream, to waste time, but not to avoid a reasonable deadline.

We certainly should allow time within the curriculum for prewriting, and we should work with our students to help them understand the process of rehearsal, to allow them the experience of rehearsing what they will write in their minds, on the paper, and with collaborators. We should also make our students familiar with the signals they may see during the rehearsal process which will tell them that they are ready to write, that they have a way of dealing with their subject.

The prewriting process is largely invisible; it takes place within the writer’s head or on scraps of paper that are rarely published. But we must understand that such a process takes place, that it is significant, and that it can be made clear to our students. Students who are not writing, or not writing well may have a second chance if they are able to experience the writer’s counsel to write before writing.

See Chapter 1 for classical invention and classical invention for the contemporary student.

Murray advocates student responsibility. It is time for students to be the ones responsible for what goes on the classrooms. Teachers are not the only decision makers present in classrooms.

Murray’s article invites mini-teaches on the four forces of writing: increasing information, increasing concern for subject, a waiting audience, and the approaching deadline. Also, it begs for mini-teaches on rehearsal and “the signals which say ‘write.’”: genre (see Chapter 2), point of view, voice, news, line, image, and patterns.